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FIG.2 PRIOR ART 
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FIG.3 PRIOR ART 
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FIG.4 
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR 
STAGGERED ZONE RESOURCE 
ALLOCATION IN ORTHOGONAL 

FREQUENCY DIVISION MULTIPLE ACCESS 
SYSTEM 

This application claims the bene?t of Korean Patent Appli 
cation No. 2007-0117500, ?led on Nov. 16, 2007, Which is 
hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

The present application relates to a method and an appara 
tus for staggered Zone resource allocation (SZRA) in an 
orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) 
system, and more particularly, to a method and an apparatus 
for SZRA in an OFDMA system Where functional deteriora 
tion of a user at a cell boundary is minimiZed and an average 
transmission rate of a Whole cell is improved. 

BACKGROUND 

In the related art cellular Wireless communication system, 
in order to utiliZe a limited frequency resource effectively, an 
identical frequency resource is used in spatially separated tWo 
regions. A frequency reuse rate, Which is the subject of a 
cellular Wireless communication system, corresponds to a 
period of cells Where an identical frequency is reused. In a 
multiple cell communication system Where a plurality of cells 
use a frequency band by division, the frequency band is 
divided into a plurality of sub-frequency bands Whose num 
ber is the same as a frequency reuse coef?cient (K) to reuse a 
frequency resource With reduction of interference betWeen 
cells. 

FIG. 1 is a vieW illustrating a frequency resource allocation 
in a multiple cell system having a frequency reuse coef?cient 
(K) of 3 (K:3) according to the related art. As shoWn in FIG. 
1, the Whole frequency band of the system having a frequency 
reuse coe?icient (K) of 3 is divided into three sub-frequency 
bands and each cell uses one sub-frequency band. 

Since an identical frequency band is not used in the adja 
cent cells, the adjacent cells do not have an interference 
betWeen each other. In addition, since the cells using an 
identical frequency band are separated far from each other, an 
interference betWeen the separated cells is suf?ciently 
reduced. HoWever, since a ratio of a utiliZation band to a 
Whole frequency band is reduced to l/K, a utiliZation e?i 
ciency for a frequency band is also reduced. Accordingly, as 
the frequency reuse coe?icient K increases, the interference 
betWeen cells is reduced. HoWever, an amount of a frequency 
resource utiliZed in each cell is reduced and a Whole commu 
nication capacity of the system is also reduced. In addition, a 
ratio of a sub-frequency band utiliZed in each cell to the Whole 
frequency band, i.e., l/K may be de?ned as the frequency 
reuse rate. 

For example, in a code division multiple access (CDMA) 
system, since each cell uses an identical frequency band, the 
frequency reuse rate is l . The frequency reuse rate of 1 means 
that the Whole frequency band is utiliZed in every cell as the 
identical sub-frequency band. 
An orthogonal frequency division multiple access 

(OFDMA) system has been suggested as a next generation 
technology for high speed communication. Similarly to the 
CDMA system, the OFDMA system is being developed to 
have a frequency reuse rate of 1. In the CDMA system, an 
interference betWeen users is minimiZed by allocating 
orthogonal codes to the users. In the OFDMA system Where 
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2 
a frequency resource is utiliZed by division both in frequency 
domain and time domain, although the orthogonality betWeen 
users in each cell is guaranteed, adjacent tWo cells has a 
severe interference because the adjacent tWo cells use an 
identical frequency band in an identical time Zone. Accord 
ingly, a method of minimiZing the interference betWeen the 
adjacent cells simultaneously With improving an ef?ciency of 
frequency resource by obtaining a frequency reuse rate close 
to 1 has been researched and developed in the OFDMA sys 
tem. 

FIG. 2 is a vieW illustrating a frequency resource allocation 
in a fractional frequency reuse (FFR) system suggested by 
IEEE 802.20 Mobile Broadband Wireless Access (MBWA) 
standard as a solution for interference at a cell boundary. As 
shoWn in FIG. 2, a Whole frequency band is divided into a 
plurality of frequency band and a predetermined frequency 
band is not utiliZed in each cell. Accordingly, the adjacent 
cells use different frequency bands to reduce the interference. 

In the FFR system, hoWever, allocation of the plurality of 
frequency bands should be designed based on a cell position. 
In addition, When an amount of allocable frequency bands 
into a position using the predetermined frequency is greater or 
smaller than the number of users, the frequency resource can 
not be ?exibly allocated. Further, unutiliZation of the prede 
termined frequency causes Waste in the frequency resource 
and ef?ciency of the frequency resource is reduced due to the 
frequency reuse rate loWer than 1. 

FIG. 3 is a vieW illustrating a frequency resource allocation 
in a soft frequency reuse (SFR) system suggested by 
3GPPLTE (3rd Generation Partnership Project Long Term 
Evolution). As shoWn in FIG. 3, each cell is divided into a 
center region and a boundary region. The Whole frequency 
band is utiliZed in the center region of each cell, While a 
predetermined frequency band is not utiliZed in the boundary 
region of each cell similarly to in the FFR system. As a result, 
the adjacent cells use different frequency bands. In addition, 
the communication is performed With a loWer poWer in the 
center region having an excellent channel state and With a 
higher poWer in the boundary region of each cell having a 
different frequency band from the boundary region of the 
adjacent cell. Accordingly, users at the boundary region use 
an improved adaptive modulation and coding (AMC) 
method. 

Similarly to the FFR system, hoWever, the SFR system has 
disadvantages. Although the center region has a frequency 
reuse rate of l, the boundary region does not have a frequency 
reuse rate of l and does not use the predetermined frequency 
band. As a result, ef?ciency of the frequency resource is 
reduced. In addition, When users are distributed to be concen 
trated at a partial region of the cell, ef?ciency of the frequency 
resource is reduce because only the frequency band allocated 
to the partial region is utiliZed by users in the partial region. 
On the contrary, absence of a user in a partial region causes 
Waste in the frequency resource due to unutiliZation of 
residual allocable frequency band. 

In the FFR system or the SFR system, accordingly, When 
users are not uniformly distributed, the ?exibility in alloca 
tion of the frequency resource and the frequency reuse rate of 
l are not obtainable, thereby reducing the ef?ciency of the 
frequency resource. Not only the FFR system and the SFR 
system but also most of frequency resource allocation sys 
tems for relieving same channel interference commonly have 
these problems. 

SUMMARY 

Accordingly, the present invention is directed to a method 
and an apparatus for staggered Zone resource allocation in an 
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orthogonal frequency division multiple access system that 
substantially obviates one or more of the problems due to 
limitations and disadvantages of the related art. 
An object of the present invention is to provide a method 

and an apparatus for resource allocation in an orthogonal 
frequency division multiple access system Where same chan 
nel interference betWeen cells is minimized and a frequency 
ef?ciency is maximized even With a frequency reuse rate of l . 

Another object of the present invention is to provide a 
method and an apparatus for resource allocation in an 
orthogonal frequency division multiple access system that is 
independent of a position distribution of users in a cell and is 
?exibly applicable to increase and decrease of tra?ic load in 
a cell even With a frequency reuse rate of 1. 

Additional features and advantages of the invention Will be 
set forth in the description Which folloWs, and in part Will be 
apparent from the description, or may be learned by practice 
of the invention. The objectives and other advantages of the 
invention Will be realiZed and attained by the structure par 
ticularly pointed out in the Written description and claims 
hereof as Well as the appended draWings. 

To achieve these and other advantages and in accordance 
With the purpose of the present invention, as embodied and 
broadly described, a method for staggered Zone resource allo 
cation in an orthogonal frequency division multiple access 
(OFDMA) system having a cluster includes: dividing a fre 
quency resource of the OFDMA system into a plurality of 
time Zones along a time axis; determining at least tWo 
resource allocation start Zones among the plurality of time 
Zones in at least tWo cells of the cluster, respectively; arrang 
ing users in each of the at least tWo cell according to a path 
loss in a descending order; and sequentially allocating the 
frequency resource to the arranged users from the at least tWo 
resource allocation start Zones in the at least tWo cells, respec 
tively. 

In the method, the at least tWo resource allocation start 
Zones are different from each other, and the plurality of time 
Zones have the same number as the at least tWo cells. In 
addition, the method further includes dividing the frequency 
resource into a plurality of sub-frequency bands along a fre 
quency axis. Moreover, the step of sequentially allocating the 
frequency resource includes: allocating the frequency 
resource corresponding to a ?rst sub-frequency band of the 
plurality of sub-frequency bands that a present user of the 
arranged users selects as a preferable band in a present time 
Zone of the plurality of time Zones; allocating the frequency 
resource corresponding to a second sub-frequency band of 
the plurality of sub-frequency bands that the present user 
selects as a next preferable band in the present time Zone 
When there exists no residual allocable frequency resource 
corresponding to the ?rst sub-frequency band; and allocating 
the frequency resource corresponding to a third sub-fre 
quency band of the plurality of sub-frequency bands that the 
present user selects as the preferable band in a next time Zone 
of the plurality of time Zones When there exists no residual 
allocable frequency resource corresponding to the present 
time Zone. Further, a frequency reuse rate of the OFDMA 
system is 1. 

In another aspect, an apparatus for staggered Zone resource 
allocation in an orthogonal frequency division multiple 
access (OFDMA) system having a cluster includes: a ?rst unit 
dividing a frequency resource of the OFDMA system into a 
plurality of time Zones along a time axis; a second unit deter 
mining at least tWo resource allocation start Zones among the 
plurality of time Zones in at least tWo cells of the cluster, 
respectively; a third unit arranging users selected by a sched 
uler in each of the at least tWo cell according to a path loss in 
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4 
a descending order; and a fourth unit sequentially allocating 
the frequency resource to the arranged users from the at least 
tWo resource allocation start Zones in the at least tWo cells, 

respectively. 
In the apparatus, the at least tWo resource allocation start 

Zones are different from each other, and the plurality of time 
Zones have the same number as the at least tWo cells. In 

addition, the apparatus further includes a ?fth unit dividing 
the frequency resource into a plurality of frequency bands 
along a frequency axis. Moreover, the fourth unit allocates: 
the frequency resource corresponding to a ?rst sub -frequency 
band of the plurality of sub-frequency bands that a present 
user of the arranged users selects as a preferable band in a 
present time Zone of the plurality of time Zones; the frequency 
resource corresponding to a second sub-frequency band of 
the plurality of sub-frequency bands that the present user 
selects as a next preferable band in the present time Zone 
When there exists no residual allocable frequency resource 
corresponding to the ?rst sub-frequency band; and the fre 
quency resource corresponding to a third sub-frequency band 
of the plurality of sub-frequency bands that the present user 
selects as the preferable band in a next time Zone of the 
plurality of time Zones When there exists no residual allocable 
frequency resource corresponding to the present time Zone. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The accompanying draWings, Which are included to pro 
vide a further understanding of the invention and are incor 
porated in and constitute a part of this speci?cation, illustrate 
embodiments of the invention. 

FIG. 1 is a vieW illustrating a frequency resource allocation 
in a multiple cell system having a frequency reuse coef?cient 
(K) of 3 (KI3) according to the related art; 

FIG. 2 is a vieW illustrating a frequency resource allocation 
in a fractional frequency reuse (FER) system suggested by 
IEEE 802.20 Mobile Broadband Wireless Access (MBWA) 
standard as a solution for interference at a cell boundary; 

FIG. 3 is a vieW illustrating a frequency resource allocation 
in a soft frequency reuse (SFR) system suggested by 
3GPPLTE (3rd Generation Partnership Project Long Term 
Evolution); 

FIG. 4 is a vieW shoWing a cellular system using a method 
for SZRA according to an embodiment of the present inven 
tion; 

FIG. 5 is a vieW shoWing a cluster of a cellular system using 
a method for SZRA according to an embodiment of the 
present invention; and 

FIG. 6 is a How chart illustrating a method for SZRA 
according to an embodiment of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

Reference Will noW be made in detail to embodiments 
Which are illustrated in the accompanying draWings. Since 
the structure and function of the present invention illustrated 
referring the draWings are shoWn as an embodiment, the spirit 
and the subject in structure and function of the present inven 
tion Will not be limited by the embodiment. Wherever pos 
sible, a common terminology most Widely used is selected for 
illustration. When a speci?c terminology is used, a meaning 
of the terminology Will be illustrated in the description. 
Accordingly, the terminology should not be interpreted only 
by a name of the terminology but also by the meaning of the 
terminology. 
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The present invention provides a method and an apparatus 
for resource allocation in an orthogonal frequency division 
multiple access (OFDMA) system Where an intercellular 
interference is minimized and an ef?ciency of frequency 
resource is maximized With using a frequency reuse rate of l . 
Speci?cally, the present invention provides a method and an 
apparatus for staggered Zone resource allocation (SZRA) 
Where a frequency resource in a cell is allocated by dispersion 
in time to obtain a frequency reuse coef?cient (K) of 1. 

FIG. 4 is a vieW shoWing a cellular system using a method 
for SZRA according to an embodiment of the present inven 
tion. 

In FIG. 4, the cellular system includes a plurality of cells 
Cell1 to Cell 19, and a cluster 401 may be de?ned by three 
adjacent cells in the cellular system. In addition, it is assumed 
that all cells of the cellular system belong to one cluster. 
Accordingly, the cellular system may be divided into a plu 
rality of clusters and each cell may be assumed to have a 
frequency reuse coef?cient of l (KII) Where a Whole fre 
quency band is utiliZed. The cell number dose not mean the 
frequency reuse coef?cient as in FIG. 1. Although one cluster 
includes three cells in this embodiment, one cluster may 
include at least tWo cells in another embodiment. 

FIG. 5 is a vieW shoWing a cluster of a cellular system using 
a method for SZRA according to an embodiment of the 
present invention. 

In FIG. 5, a cellular system includes a plurality of clusters 
each having three adjacent cells and all of the plurality of 
clusters have the same resource allocation method as each 
other. Accordingly, one exemplary cluster having three cells 
Will be illustrated hereinafter. 

The cluster includes ?rst, second and third cells (Cell1, 
Cell2 and Cell3) 501, 502 and 503. The frequency resource 
may be divided in time and frequency for allocation. For 
example, the frequency resource may be divided into ?rst, 
second and third time Zones Zone1, Zone2 and Zone3 along a 
time axis and may be divided into ?rst, second and third 
sub-frequency bands Band1, Band2 and Band3 along a fre 
quency axis. As a result, the frequency resource may be 
classi?ed into nine portions each corresponding to one time 
Zone and one sub-frequency band. Therefore, the frequency 
resource corresponding to one time Zone and one sub-fre 

quency band may be allocated to one user in each cell 501, 
502 and 503. Although ?rst, second and third time Zones 
Zone1, Zone2 and Zone3 and ?rst, second and third sub 
frequency bands Band1, Band2 and Band3 are used for allo 
cation in FIG. 5, the number of the time Zones and the number 
of the sub-frequency bands may be varied according to the 
cellular system in another embodiment and an amount of the 
frequency resource allocated to one user may be also varied. 

First to ninth users U1 to U9 are assumed to be randomly 
located in each cell 501, 502 and 503. A scheduler ofa radio 
access station (RAS) selects the ?rst to nine users U1 to U9 
among all users in each cell for frequency resource allocation. 
The ?rst to nine users U1 to U9 users are arranged according 
to a distance from the RAS in descending order, i.e., accord 
ing to a path loss in descending order. For example, the ?rst to 
ninth users U1 and U9 may be arranged from the ?rst user U1 
having the greatest path loss to the ninth user U9 having the 
smallest path loss. In addition, the scheduler begins to allo 
cate the frequency resource to the ?rst user U1 having the 
greatest path loss ?rst. Here, it is assumed that the ?rst user 
U1 has the greatest path loss, the second user U2 has the next 
greatest path loss, and the ninth user U9 has the smallest path 
loss. 

The order of frequency resource allocation may be 
expressed as folloWs. Order of frequency resource allocation: 
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6 
RA_index:{U1, U2, U3, . . . , U9} First, the preferable band 
having the best channel state recogniZed by the ?rst user U1 
among the ?rst, second and third sub -frequency bands Band1, 
Band2 and Band3 corresponding to a predetermined resource 
allocation start Zone in each cell 501, 502 and 503 is allocated 
to the ?rst user U1 having the greatest path loss at a cell 
boundary region. 

The resource allocation start Zone Will be illustrated here 
inafter. The cluster includes the ?rst, second and third cells 
(Cell1, Cell2 and Cell3) 501, 502 and 503. In the ?rst cell 
(Cell1) 501, the frequency resource begins to be allocated 
from a ?rst starting portion 504 of the ?rst time Zone Zone1. 
Similarly, the frequency resource begins to be allocated from 
a second starting portion 505 of the second time Zone Zone2 
in the second cell (Cell2) 502, and the frequency resource 
begins to be allocated from a third starting portion 506 of the 
third time Zone Zone3 in the third cell (Cell3) 503. As a result, 
the frequency resource begins to be allocated from different 
starting portion in each cell 501, 502 and 503, and the differ 
ent time Zone corresponding to the starting portion may be 
de?ned as a resource allocation start Zone in each cell 501, 
502 and 503. 
The RAS in each cell 501, 502 and 503 begins to allocate 

the frequency resource to the ?rst user U1 from the resource 
allocation start Zone. The users in each cell 501, 502 and 503 
send a band channel quality identi?cation (CQI) for each 
band Band1, Band2 and Band3 of a previous frame to the 
RAS as a feedback information. The RAS allocates the pref 
erable band having the best channel state obtained by using 
the band CQI to the ?rst user U1. After the frequency resource 
allocation to the ?rst user U1 is ?nished, the RAS begins to 
allocate the frequency resource to the second user U2 having 
the next greatest path loss. When the preferable band of the 
second user U2 is the same as the preferable band of the ?rst 
user U1 and there exists a residual allocable frequency 
resource in the preferable band, the residual allocable fre 
quency resource in the preferable band is allocated to the 
second user U2. When the preferable band of the second user 
U2 is the same as the preferable band of the ?rst user U1 and 
there exists no residual allocable frequency resource in the 
preferable band, the next preferable band in the same time 
Zone is allocated to the second user U2. Finally, When there 
exists no allocable frequency resource in the corresponding 
time Zone, the preferable band in the next time Zone is allo 
cated to the second user U2. 
A method for frequency resource allocation according to 

an embodiment of the present invention Will be illustrated in 
more detail hereinafter. For simplicity of illustration, it is 
assumed that each cell has a frequency resource of three time 
Zone and three sub-frequency bands in a frame and the fre 
quency resource of one time Zone and one sub-frequency 
band is allocated to each of nine users located in each cell. 

The ?rst to ninth users U1 to U9 are arranged according to 
a path loss in descending order and the ?rst user U1 has the 
greatest path loss. Since the ?rst cell (Cell1) 501 has the ?rst 
time Zone Zone1 corresponding to the ?rst starting portion 
504 as the resource allocation start Zone, the frequency 
resource corresponding to the second sub-frequency band 
Band2 of the ?rst time Zone Zone1 that has the best channel 
state recogniZed by the ?rst user U1 is allocated to the ?rst 
user U1. Next, the frequency resource corresponding to the 
?rst sub-frequency band Band2 is allocated to the second user 
U2. When the preferable band of the second user U2 is the 
second sub-frequency band Band2 and there exists a residual 
allocable frequency resource corresponding to the second 
sub-frequency band Band2, the frequency resource corre 
sponding to the second sub -frequency band Band2 having the 
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residual allocable frequency resource is allocated to the sec 
ond user U2. Similarly, the frequency resource corresponding 
to the ?rst, second and third sub-frequency bands Band1, 
Band2 and Band3 of the ?rst time Zone Zone1 are sequen 
tially allocated to the users arranged according to a path loss 
in descending order till the frequency resource corresponding 
to the ?rst, second and third sub-frequency bands Band1, 
Band2 and Band3 of the ?rst time Zone Zone1 is exhausted. 

After the frequency resource of the ?rst time Zone Zone1 is 
allocated to the ?rst, second and third users U1, U2 and U3, 
the frequency resource corresponding to the third sub-fre 
quency band Band3 of the next Zone, i.e., the second Zone 
Zone2 that has the best channel state recogniZed by the fourth 
user U4 is allocated to the fourth user U4. Similarly, the 
frequency resource corresponding to the ?rst and second 
sub-frequency bands Band1 and Band2 of the second time 
Zone Zone2 are allocated to the ?fth and sixth users U5 and 
U6, respectively. Next, the frequency resource corresponding 
to the third, ?rst and second sub-frequency bands Band3, 
Band1 and Band2 of the third time Zone Zone3 are sequen 
tially allocated to the seventh, eighth and ninth users U7, U8 
and U9, respectively. 

Since the second cell (Cell2) 502 has the second time Zone 
Zone2 corresponding to the second starting portion 505 as the 
resource allocation start Zone, the frequency resource corre 
sponding to the preferable band of the ?rst user U1, i.e., the 
?rst sub-frequency band Band1 of the second time Zone 
Zone2 is allocated to the ?rst user U1. The frequency resource 
is sequentially to the second to ninth users U2 to U9 in the 
second cell (Cell2) 502 in a manner similar to the above 
mentioned manner. In the second cell (Cell2) 502, after the 
frequency resource of the second Zone Zone2 is exhausted, 
the frequency resource of the third Zone Zone3 is allocated to 
the users, and after the frequency resource of the second Zone 
Zone2 is exhausted, frequency resource of the ?rst Zone 
Zone1 is allocated to the users. 

In the third cell (Cell3) 503, the frequency resource is 
allocated to the users in a similar manner. Since the third cell 
(Cell3) 503 has the third time Zone Zone3 corresponding to 
the third starting portion 506 as the resource allocation start 
Zone, the frequency resource is allocated to the nine users in 
an order from the third time Zone Zone3 to the second time 
Zone Zone2 through the ?rst time Zone Zone1 

(Zone3QZone1—>Zone3). 
FIG. 6 is a How chart illustrating a method for SZRA 

according to an embodiment of the present invention. 
In FIG. 6, a resource allocation start Zone is determined for 

each cell of a cluster at a step of 601. In addition, a band CQI 
is transmitted to a RAS in each cell as a feedback information 
from all users at a step of 603. A scheduler of the RAS selects 
users for frequency resource allocation at a step of 605. Next, 
the selected users are arranged according to a path loss in a 
descending order by the RAS at a step of 607. The frequency 
resource begins to be sequentially allocated to the arranged 
users at a step of 609. The RAS judges Whether there exists a 
residual allocable frequency resource in the present time Zone 
for the present users at a step of 611. The initial value of the 
present time Zone is the same as the resource allocation start 
Zone. According to the judgment result at the step of 611, a 
step of 613 is performed When there exists no residual allo 
cable frequency resource in the present time Zone, and a step 
of 615 is performed When there exists a residual allocable 
frequency resource. At the step of 613, the RAS begins to 
allocate the frequency resource in the next time Zone and then 
the step of 615 is performed. 

At the step of 615, the RAS judges Whether there exists a 
residual allocable frequency resource corresponding to a 
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8 
present sub-frequency band of the corresponding time Zone 
for the present user. The initial value of the present sub 
frequency band is the same as the preferable band determined 
by the band CQI. According to the judgment result at the step 
of 615, a step of 617 is performed When there exists no 
residual allocable frequency resources corresponding to the 
present sub-frequency band, and a step of 619 is performed 
When there exists a residual allocable frequency resource 
corresponding to the present sub-frequency band. At the step 
of 617, the RAS selects the next sub-frequency band that the 
present user selects as the next preferable band and then the 
step of 615 is performed again. At the step of 619, the RAS 
allocates the frequency resource corresponding to the present 
sub-frequency band of the present time Zone to the present 
user. 

Next, the RAS judges Whether there exists any user having 
no frequency resource allocation at a step of 621. According 
to the judgment result at the step of 621, the step of 609 is 
performed When there exists a user having no frequency 
resource allocation, and the frequency resource allocation is 
?nished When there exists no user having no frequency 
resource allocation, i.e., the frequency resource has been 
allocated to all users. 

In the method for SZRA according to an embodiment of the 
present invention, since the frequency resource is allocated to 
users at the cell boundary region of the different cells in the 
different time Zones, the user at the cell boundary region do 
not experience the intercellular interference due to simulta 
neousness in communication of the users. For example, When 
the third user (U3) 507 of the ?rst cell (Cell1) 501 using the 
frequency resource corresponding to the third sub -frequency 
band Band3 and the third user (U3) 508 of the second cell 
(Cell12) 502 using the frequency resource corresponding to 
the third sub-frequency band Band3 communicate With 
respective RASs at the same time, the adjacent third users 
(U 3) 507 and (U3) 508 may experience the severe intercellu 
lar interference because of relatively near distance therebe 
tWeen. In the system using the method for SZRA, hoWever, 
since the third user (U3) 507 of the ?rst cell (Cell1) 501 
communicates With the RAS using the frequency resource 
corresponding to third sub-frequency band Band3 of the ?rst 
time Zone Zone1 and the third user (U 3) 508 of the second cell 
(Cell2) 502 communicates With the RAS using the frequency 
resource corresponding to the third sub-frequency band 
Band3 of the second time Zone Zone2, the adjacent thirdusers 
(U3) 507 and (U3) 508 do not experience the intercellular 
interference at all. Similarly, although the second user (U2) 
509 ofthe ?rst cell (Cell1) 501 and the third user (U3) 510 of 
the third cell (Cell3) 503 are positioned at the cell boundary 
region With the relatively near distance, the second user (U 2) 
509 communicates With the RAS using the ?rst time Zone 
Zone1 and the third user (U3) 510 communicates With the 
RAS using the third time Zone Zone3, thereby the intercellu 
lar interference prevented. In addition, the eighth user U8 of 
the second cell (Cell2) 502 and the fourth user U4 of the third 
cell (Cell3) use the frequency resource corresponding to the 
?rst sub-frequency band Band1 of the ?rst time Zone Zone1 
that the second user (U2) 509 of the ?rst cell (Cell1) uses for 
communication. HoWever, since the eighth user U8 of the 
second cell (Cell2) 502 and the fourth user U4 of the third cell 
(Cell3) are located adjacent to the respective RASs at a central 
region of each cell relatively far from the cell boundary region 
Where the second user (U2) 509 of the ?rst cell (Cell1) 
located, the intercellular interferences betWeen the second 
user (U 2) 509 of the ?rst cell (Cell1) and the eighth user U8 of 
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the second cell (Cell2) 502 and between the second user (U 2) 
509 of the ?rst cell (Celll) and the fourth user U4 of the third 
cell (Cell3) are minimized. 

In the multiple cell communication system of FIG. 6, the 
frequency ef?ciency is maximized With obtaining a fre 
quency reuse rate of 1. In addition, since the frequency 
resource is dispersively allocated to the users at the cell 
boundary region due to different resource allocation start 
Zone, the intercellular interference is removed or reduced and 
the reduction in function of the system is prevented. Further, 
since the frequency reuse rate of l is obtained independently 
of location distribution of the users and the cellular load and 
the frequency resource is adaptively allocated With reduction 
of the intercellular interference, ?exibility in frequency 
resource allocation is obtained. 

Consequently, in a method and an apparatus for SZRA 
according to an embodiment of the present invention, since 
the Whole frequency resource along the frequency axis is 
allocated from the resource allocation start Zone, the fre 
quency reuse rate of l is obtained and the ef?ciency of fre 
quency reuse is improved. In addition, since the frequency 
resource is sequentially allocated to the users according to the 
path loss in a descending order even When the users are 
asymmetrically located in each cell, the frequency resource is 
properly allocated Without lack and Waste. 

It Will be apparent to those skilled in the art that various 
modi?cations and variations can be made in a method and an 
apparatus for staggered Zone resource allocation in orthogo 
nal frequency division multiple access system of the present 
invention Without departing from the spirit or scope of the 
invention. Thus, it is intended that the present invention cover 
the modi?cations and variations of this invention provided 
they come Within the scope of the appended claims and their 
equivalents. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method for staggered Zone resource allocation in an 

orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) 
system having a cluster, comprising: 

dividing a frequency resource of the OFDMA system into 
a plurality of time Zones along a time axis; 

dividing the frequency resource into a plurality of sub 
frequency bands along a frequency axis; 

determining at least tWo resource allocation start Zones 
among the plurality of time Zones in at least tWo cells of 
the cluster, respectively; 

arranging users in each of the at least tWo cell according to 
a path loss in a descending order; and 

sequentially allocating the frequency resource to the 
arranged users from the at least tWo resource allocation 
start Zones in the at least tWo cells, respectively, by 
allocating the frequency resource corresponding to a 

?rst sub frequency band of the plurality of sub-fre 
quency bands that a present user of the arranged users 
selects as a preferable band in a present time Zone of 
the plurality of time Zones; 

allocating the frequency resource corresponding to a 
second sub-frequency band of the plurality of sub 
frequency bands that the present user selects as a next 
preferable band in the present time Zone When there 
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exists no residual allocable frequency resource corre 
sponding to the ?rst sub-frequency band; and 

allocating the frequency resource corresponding to a 
third sub-frequency band of the plurality of sub-fre 
quency bands that the present user selects as the pref 
erable band in a next time Zone of the plurality of time 
Zones When there exists no residual allocable fre 
quency resource corresponding to the present time 
Zone. 

2. The method according to claim 1, Wherein the at least 
tWo resource allocation start Zones are different from each 
other. 

3. The method according to claim 1, Wherein the plurality 
of time Zones have the same number as the at least tWo cells. 

4. The method according to claim 1, Wherein a frequency 
reuse rate of the OFDMA system is l. 

5. An apparatus for staggered Zone resource allocation in 
an orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) 
system having a cluster, comprising: 

a ?rst unit dividing a frequency resource of the OFDMA 
system into a plurality of time Zones along a time axis; 

a second unit determining at least tWo resource allocation 
start Zones among the plurality of time Zones in at least 
tWo cells of the cluster, respectively; 

a third unit arranging users selected by a scheduler in each 
of the at least tWo cell according to a path loss in a 
descending order; and 

a fourth unit sequentially allocating the frequency resource 
to the arranged users from the at least tWo resource 
allocation start Zones in the at least tWo cells, respec 
tively, Wherein 

the fourth unit allocates: 
the frequency resource corresponding to a ?rst sub-fre 

quency band of the plurality of sub-frequency bands 
that a present user of the arranged users selects as a 
preferable band in a present time Zone of the plurality 
of time Zones; 

the frequency resource corresponding to a second sub 
frequency band of the plurality of sub-frequency 
bands that the present user selects as a next preferable 
band in the present time Zone When there exists no 
residual allocable frequency resource corresponding 
to the ?rst sub-frequency band; and 

the frequency resource corresponding to a third sub 
frequency band of the plurality of sub-frequency 
bands that the present user selects as the preferable 
band in a next time Zone of the plurality of time Zones 
When there exists no residual allocable frequency 
resource corresponding to the present time Zone. 

6. The apparatus according to claim 5, Wherein the at least 
tWo resource allocation start Zones are different from each 
other. 

7. The apparatus according to claim 5, Wherein the plurality 
of time Zones have the same number as the at least tWo cells. 

8. The apparatus according to claim 5, further comprising 
a ?fth unit dividing the frequency resource into a plurality of 
frequency bands along a frequency axis. 

* * * * * 


